
Analogies 
Analogies are two pairs of  words that have the same relationship. 
The relationship can be synonyms, antonyms, homophones, 
examples and class, object and function, doer and action, or 
location to name a few. 

How to read an analogy? 

 happy : glad :: rival : competitor 

 Happy is to glad as rival is to competitor 



How to solve an analogy? 
To solve an analogy, you need to make sure the second pair of  
words has the same relationship as the first set of  analogies. 

 mad : angry :: rigid : stiff  

   Synonyms    Synonyms 

 car : automobile :: crowded : ________ 

 A.  group  B.  alone  C.  packed  D.  Many   

 wrecked : ruined :: little : __________ 

 A.  small  B.  huge  C.  destroy  D.  medium 



Words that have similar meanings are called synonyms.  Choose the best synonym 
from the box to replace the underlines word in the sentence.  Use a dictionary if  
needed. 

 reluctantly  bounding  dilapidated  thunderous 
 rambled  scarce   peculiar  abandoned 

1. Andrea went all over the woods looking for wild mushrooms. 

2. She didn’t know that they were rare at this time of  year. 

3. Suddenly, there was a loud sound up ahead. 

4. It gave Andrea a strange feeling. 

5. Did it come from that rundown hut. 

6. Perhaps she should stop her search and return home. 

7. Somewhat unwillingly Andrea retraced her steps toward home. 

8. As she neared home, her dog came running toward her. 

Synonyms 



Synonym Analogies  Synonyms are often used in analogies.  
When the words in the first set of  an analogy are synonyms, the words in the 
second set must be synonyms too.  Complete each analogy.  Use a dictionary if  
necessary. 

1.  Smirk is to smile as cautious is to ______. 

A.  grin   B.  careful  C.  caution  D.  careless 
2.  Defeat is to conquer as legal is to ______. 

 A.  wrong   B.  defend  C. lawful  D.  illegal 
3.  Pact is to agreement as trash is to _____. 

 A.  clean   B.   rubbish  C.  sweep  D.  contact 
4.  Grotto is to cave as lazy is to _____. 

 A.  sleepy   B.  energetic  C.  hidden  D.  idle 
5.  Rival is to irritate as dusk is to ______. 

 A.  twilight   B.  dawn  C.  doe   D.  desk 
6.  Annoy is to irritate as discuss is to _____. 

 A.  aggravate  B.  converse   C.  decide   D.  listen 
7.  Tepid is to lukewarm as polite is to _____.   

 A.  rude   B.  polite  C.  hot   D.  courteous 
8.  Flawed is to imperfect as secure is to _______. 

 A.  insecure   B.  secret  C.  confident  D.  damaged 



Synonym Analogies 

1.  stroll : saunter :: compel : _______. 
 A.  force   B.  march   C.  ignore  D.  compete 

2.  unruly : wild :: extravagant :: _______. 
 A.  miserly   B.  extraordinary  C.  lavish  D.  crazy 

3.  decline :  deteriorate :: surround : _______. 
 A.  fail   B.  focus   C.  surprise  D.  encompass 

4.  strict : rigid :: ugly : _______. 
 A.  plain   B.  hideous   C.  beautiful  D.  relaxed 

5.  thin : slender :: severe : _______. 
 A.  wide   B.  narrow   C.  harsh  D.  serious 

6.  slither : slide :: scrawl : _______. 
 A.  scribble   B.  crawl   C.  stroll  D.  paint 

7.  red : crimson :: azure : _______. 
 A.  blush   B.  scarlet   C.  blue  D.  green 

8.  mature : ripe :: precarious : _______. 
 A.  safe   B.  dangerous   C.  pretty  D.  rotten 



Synonym Analogies 

1.  rogue: scoundrel :: _______ : _______ 
A.  mittens : hat     B.  idea : concept  C.  cheap : costly     D.  you : ewe 

2.  habit : custom :: _______ : _______ 
A.  conceal : acquaint  B.  source : root   C.  corps : core     D.  paw : wolf   

3.  mingle : blend :: _______ : _______ 
A.  scatter : combine  B.  hold : release     C.  display : show  D.  sell : cell 

4.  token : omen :: _______ : _______ 
A.  bit : fragment    B.  overlook : notice    C.  incent : invention   D.  flower : garden 

5.  savage : ferocious :: _______ : _______ 
A.  grapefruit : orange    B.  bright : dreary   C.  oar : ore   D.  murky : gloomy 

6.  donation : contribution :: _______ : _______ 
A.  clarify : bewilder   B.  doubt : distrust    C.  loud : louder   D.  print : quart 

7.  worship : idolize :: _______ : _______ 
A.  flog : beat  B.  groan : grown  C.  pin : jewelry    D.  fury : delight 

8.  gloat : boast :: _______ : _______ 
A.  mend : shatter    B.  hemlock : tree  C.  rip : tear  D.  build : billed 


